
Year 7 – Maths – Autumn 1

Unit 1 – numbers and numerals

No. Question Answer

1.1 What is analogue display? Like a clock face

1.2 What is digital display? Using digits

1.3 How many digits do 24 hour clocks always have? 2

1.4 What does am mean? Morning

1.5 What does pm mean? Afternoon

1.6 With which clock do you use am and pm? 12 hour clock

1.7 How many seconds in a minute? 60

1.8 How many minutes in an hour? 60

1.9 How many hours in a day? 24

1.10 Write the following in order from biggest to 
smallest? Minutes, days, seconds, hours

Days, hours, minutes, seconds

1.11 What does > mean? Greater than e.g. 3 > 2

1.12 What does < mean? Smaller than e.g. 2 < 3

1.13 What does = mean? Equal to

1.14 What is place value? The value of where the digit is in 
the number

1.15 How do you write one? 1

1.16 How do you write ten? 10

1.17 How do you write one hundred? 100

1.18 How do you write one thousand? 1000

1.19 How do you write ten thousand? 10,000

1.20 How do you write one hundred thousand? 100,000

1.21 How do you write one million? 1,000,000

Unit 2 – axioms and arrays

No. Question Answer

2.1 What is multiplication? Equal groups, parts of measures

2.2 What is division? Splitting into equal parts

2.3 What is commutativity? The operation can be applied to two numbers in any order

2.4 What two operations are commutative? Multiplication and addition

2.5 What is associativity? Grouping numbers to make the calculation easier

2.6 What is distributivity? Multiplying a number by a group of numbers added together

2.7 What is a conjecture? An educated guess

Unit 3 – factors and multiples

No. Question Answer

3.1 What is a factor? A factor of a number divides that number exactly leaving no remainder

3.2 What is a prime number? A prime number has 2 factors, itself and 1

3.3 What is an abundant number? The sum of an abundant number’s factors is larger than itself

3.4 What is a square number A square number is the result of multiplying an integer by itself

3.5 What is a multiple? Multiples of a number are found in the number’s times-table

3.6 What is co-prime? Two numbers are co-prime if they have no common factors others than 1

3.7 What is a counter example? An example which contradicts the original statement

3.8 What are twin primes? We call two numbers twin primes if they are prime numbers which have a 
difference of 2

3.9 Perfect number A perfect number can be written as the sum as all of its factor

Unit 4 – order of operations

No. Question Answer

4.1 Which operation has equal priority with addition? Subtraction

4.2 Which operation has equal addition with 
multiplication?

Division

4.3 What do brackets mean? Do this part first!

4.4 How do you find the area of a rectangle? Base x perpendicular height

4.5 What does the vinculum mean? Divide the numerator by the denominator

4.6 What is a variable? A letter which represents an unknown number



Key terms

immortal Gods; characters that have special powers 

beyond normal humans. They won’t die.

Setting where and when a story takes place Characteris

tics

a feature of a person or thing; what a 

character is like.

mortal A normal human (who will die) motivatio

n

What a character wants and why they want 

it.

hubris Excessive pride, presumption 

or arrogance (originally toward the gods)

Hero/ 

heroine
In mythology and legend, an individual who has
great courage and strength, celebrated for brave 
exploits, and favoured by the gods.

Theme A theme is a ‘big’ idea at the heart of the 

text

quest A search to find something or to achieve a 
goal.

Protagonis

t

The main character. The audience usually 

sympathises/ identifies with this character.

Allusion A reference in a text to a well known 

person, story or event. 
conflict When a character faces and opposing 

force

antagonist a character or force opposing the protagonist Archetype A type of character with often used in a 

range of stories e.g the mad scientist or 

damsel in distress

resolution The ending or conclusion of a text.

Gods Heroes Important Mortals

Zeus Vengeful King of the Gods. Father to Hercules, 

Perseus, Athena

Perseus Son of Zeus and Danae. Slayed the 

Medusa, assisted by Athena.

Pand

ora

Beautiful, married to Epimetheus. Opened 

‘Pandora’s box’.

Poseidon God of the seas. Zeus brother. Cursed King 

Minos with The Minotaur

Theseus Son of King Aegeus of Athens. Slew The 

Minotaur. Betrayed Ariadne.

Daed

alus

Master architect, inventor and craftsmen. Built 

the labyrinth.

Hera Jealous wife of Zeus. Tricked Hercules to kills his 

children

Hercules Cursed by Hera. Gained immortal glory 

after completing 12 labours.

Icaru

s

Son of Icarus. Flew too close to the sun.

Hades God of the Underworld. Zeus’ brother. Owner of 

the hell-hound Cerberus. 

Odysseus Fought in the Trojan War, main 

protagonist of the Odyssey -

well known as an eloquent speaker and 

cunning.

Ariad

ne

Son of Minos. Fell in love with Theseus and 

used ‘Ariadne’s thread’ to assist him.

Athena Daughter of Zeus. Goddess of wisdom, craft and 

war. Cursed Medusa and helped Perseus and 

Odysseus.

Titans Kings Monsters

Atlas Fought in the war against the gods. Cursed to 

hold up the heavens for eternity.

Minos Cruel and powerful King of Crete. Took 

sacrifices from Athens to feed the 

Minotaur

Medusa Cursed by Athena. A petrifying glare and 

poisonous snakes for hair.

Prometheus Stole fire from mount Olympus. Cursed to have 

liver eaten by vulture daily

Aegeus King of Athens. Through himself into the 

‘Aegean’ sea after seeing the black sail.

The 

Minotaur

Half brother to Ariadne. Half bull half 

human. Inhabitant of the Labyrinth.

Epimetheus Brother of Prometheus. Owner of ‘Pandora’s 

box’. Married Pandora

Eurystheus Mean and spiteful king of Argolis. Sent 

Hercules on his labours.

Cyclops A race of giants with one eye. 

Odysesseus tricks Polyphemus – a 

cyclops who is the son of Poseidon. 

Cronos Leader of the Titans. Ate his children. Defeated 

by his son Zeus. 

Polydectes Tyrannical king of Seriphos. Married & 

mistreated Danae. Turned to stone by 

Perseus.

The Sirens Beautiful women who lured ships to crash 

on rocks with the power of their song.

Year 7 – English – Autumn 1

http://www.yourdictionary.com/pride
http://www.yourdictionary.com/arrogance


Topic: The particle model 1 (3 states) (C.1)

In which state do the particles have strong bonds 
between them?

Solid

In which state do the particles have no bonds between 
them?

Gas

How do the particles move in a solid? Vibrate

How do the particles move in a liquid? Slide over each other

How do the particles move in a gas? Quick and random

In which state gas diffusion NOT happen? Solid

In which state can particles NOT be compressed? Solid and Liquid

In which state do particles stay in a fixed position? Solid

What is the boiling point of water? 100⁰C

What is the melting point of water? 0⁰C

Topic: The particle model 2 (changes of state) (C.2)

What is the name for a solid turning into a liquid? Melting

What is the name for a liquid turning into a gas? Boiling

What is the name for a gas turning into a liquid? Condensation

What is the name for a liquid turning into a solid? Freezing

What is the name for a gas turning into a solid? Sublimation

What is the name given to the process of a liquid 
turning into a gas at the surface of the liquid?

Evaporation

Define "boiling point" The temperature at which a liquid turns into a gas

Define "diffusion"
The movement of particles from a high 
concentration to a low concentration

Define "osmosis"
The movement of water particles from a dilute to a 
concentrated solution through a partially 
permeable membrane

Define "active transport"
The movement of particles from a low 
concentration to a high concentration using energy

Topic: The particle model 3 (extension only) (C.3)

Define "Brownian motion" The random movement of particles in a fluid

Liquids and gases

State an advantages of using the particle model Allows you to predict the behaviour of a substance

State two disadvantages of using the particle model
Assumes all particles are spheres, doesn't show the 
bonds between atoms

What happens to particles during expansion? Particles vibrate more so move further apart

What happens to particles during contraction? Particles vibrate less so move closer together

Why are solids more dense than gases? More particles in a given volume

What happens to the pressure of a gas when it is 
heated?

Pressure increases

Which state is the least dense? Gas

Which state is the most dense? Solid

Topic: Elements, compounds and mixtures (C.4)

Define "atom" Tiny particles

Define molecule A group of atoms bonded together

What are substances made of only on TYPE of atom 
called?

Elements

What are substances made of two or more types of 
atoms NOT chemically bonded together called?

Mixtures

What are substances made of two or more types of 
atoms chemically BONDED together called?

Compounds

What is the formula for water? H2O

What is the formula for Methane? CH4

What is the formula for carbon dioxide? CO2

What is the word for an element that always exists as 
two atoms bonded together? (extension only)

Diatomic

Which elements exist diatonically? (extension only) Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and all of group 7

Topic: Units 1 (S.9)

Recall the standard units for "mass" Kilograms (kg)

Recall the standard units for "time" Seconds (s)

Recall the standard units for "distance" Meters (m)

Recall the standard units for "surface area" Meters squared (m2)

Recall the standard units for "volume" Meters cubed (m3)

Recall the standard units for "speed" Meters per second (m/s)

Recall the standard units for "energy" Joules (J)

Recall the standard units for "force" Newtons (N)

Recall the standard units for "pressure" Newtons per meter (N/m)

Recall the standard units for "potential difference" Volts (V)

Topic: Units 2 (S.10)

Recall the standard units for "current" Amperes (A)

Ohms (Ω)

Recall the standard units for "gravitational field 
strength"

Newtons per kilogram (N/kg)

Recall the standard units for "frequency" Hertz (Hz)

Recall the standard units for "amplitude" Meters (m)

Recall the standard units for "wavelength" Meters (m)

Recall the standard units for "height" Meters (m)

Recall the standard units for "acceleration" Meters per second squared (m/s2)

Recall the standard units for "weight" Newtons (N)

Recall the standard units for "moment" (extension 
only)

Newtonmeters (Nm)

Year 7 – Science – Autumn 1



Year 7 – French – Autumn 1

1 il faut parler en français
you must speak in French

16 j’adore le français I love French

2 il faut lever la main you must raise your hand 17 c’est lundi it’s Monday

3 il faut écouter le prof you must listen to the teacher 18 j’ai fini mes devoirs I’ve finished my homework

4 il faut faire les devoirs you must do your homework 19 je suis fatigué(e) I’m tired

5 il ne faut pas parler en anglais you must not speak in English 20 je suis malade I’m ill

6 il ne faut pas arriver en retard you must not arrive late 21 j’ai beaucoup de devoirs I’ve got lots of homework

7 ça va? how are you? 22 il fait beau It’s nice weather

8 ça va bien I’m well 23 il fait mauvais It’s bad weather

9 ça va formidable I’m great 24 est-ce que je peux... can I...

10 ça va super I’m super 25 m’asseoir sit down

11 ça ne va pas I’m not well 26 faire les points do the points

12 ça va mal I feel bad 27 partir leave

13 ça va fatal I’m awful 28 avoir un point have a point

14 bof OK 29 répondre à la question reply to the question

15 parce que because 30 parler en anglais speak in English



Year 7 – French continued – Autumn 1

31 être volontaire
be a volunteer

46 j’ai envie de I want

32 avoir un mouchoir have a tissue 47 on va chanter we are going to sing

33 rammasser les cahiers collect the books 48 on va écouter we are going to listen

34 changer change 49 on va parler we are going to speak

35 je suis I am 50 j’ai gagné I won

36 cool cool 51 j’ai perdu I lost

37 sympa nice 52 je suis d’accord I agree

38 timide shy 53 je ne suis pas d’accord I don’t agree

39 intelligent(e) clever 54 c’est correct it’s right

40 amusant(e) funny 55 ce n’est pas correct it’s not right

41 sportif/ve sporty 56

42 travailleur/se hardworking 57

43 bavard(e) chatty 58

44 tranquille calm 59

45 fantastique fantastic 60



8 point compass
Is used to describe direction. 

The United Kingdom
The world is made up of 7 continents (South America, North America, 
Europe, Africa, Asia, Oceania/Australasia, Antarctica and Antarctica). 
The United is located in Europe and is made up of four countries 
(England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland). London is the capital 
city of the United Kingdom.

Year 7 – Geography – Autumn 1

An OS map is a very detailed map. OS maps are split up into squares. These are 
known as grid squares. A grid reference is used to help describe the location of 
a place or feature on a map. It directs you to a certain grid square

How to read a 4 figure grid reference: remember the rule along the corridor, up 
the stairs.

4 figure

Human Geography of the UK

Human  features have been created by                                           
humans (towns cities roads and  railways).
• London (city)
• Birmingham (city)
• M1
• M25

Physical Geography of the UK

Physical features are natural features of the land that have 
not been created by humans (rivers, lakes, mountains and 
oceans). Physical features are shown on a relief map. Relief is 
the geographical word that tells us the lay of the land (slope 
steepness, altitude (height above sea level).
• Ben Nevis, Scarfell Pike, Showdown
• River Thames, River Trent

How to describe locations using physical and human features. 
1. Use compass points to state what the location is next to
2. State the physical features in the area
3. State the human features in the area. 

6 figure grid references.
These are used to state where exactly in a grid square a feature is. To create a 6 figure 
grid reference you need to also say how many tenths across the square and up the 
square the symbol is. The extra two numbers make up the 3rd and 6th number in the 
grid reference.

Step by step process to write the 6 figure grid reference 
of the campsite:

1. What is the grid square? 03, 17
2. To work out the 3rd number you state how many 

tenths across the campsite is in 03, 17 = 033, 17 _
3. To work out the 6th number you state how many 

tenths up the grid square the campsite is = 033, 174
4. Therefore the six figure grid reference is 033, 174

ALWAYS read 
the BOTTOM 

LEFT corner of 
the box or 

symbol. 

Scale

A scale is used to help us work out real distances between two places on 
a map. You can use a scale line or ratio (e.g. 1 : 25,000).
• If a scale is 1 : 25,000 then it means 1cm on the map is the same 

distance as 25,000 on the ground. Therefore if a church and school 
are 2cm away from each other on a map, they are actually 50,000cm 
away from each other on the ground. 50,000cm = 500m.

X

Step by step process to write                                        
the 4 figure grid reference of                                                
the telephone:

1. Draw a X in the bottom                                 left 
corner of the grid square.

2. Along the corridor – go along the horizontal axis 
until you reach the line that the X is on = 84. 
These make up the first two numbers.

3. Up the stairs – go along the vertical axis until 
you reach the line that the X is on = 26. These 
make up the second two numbers

4. Therefore the 4 figure grid reference is 84, 26



No
.

Question Answer

1 What is omnipresent? God is everywhere

2 What is monotheism? There is only one god

3 What is benevolence? All loving

4 What is omniscience? All knowing

5 What is omnipotence? All powerful

6 What is omnipresent? God is everywhere, all the time 

7 What is transcendent? Beyond human experience, apart from the universe

8 What is immanent? Present in the universe, people experience God in their lives

9 What do Muslims believe 
about god?

There is one god who created the world, god is omnipotent, 
omniscient, benevolent

10 What do Muslims believe 
about god?

God is wise, merciful, judge, has no gender or children and 
transcendent 

11 What do Christians believe 
about god?

There is one god who created the world, god is omnipotent, 
omniscient, benevolent

12 What do Christians believe 
about god?

God has three parts (the trinity), is active in the world (immanent), 
and is merciful and forgiving 

13 What similarities are there 
between Muslim/Christian
beliefs?

Both believe there is one god who is omnipotent, benevolent, 

omniscient and created the world 

14 What differences are there 
between Muslim/Christian
beliefs?

Muslims believe god has no gender or children, Christians believe 
god is the father and has a son, Jesus

15 What is god’s role as healer? A- Jesus came down to earth and healed people who were sick. 

16 What is god’s role as healer? B- He is also said to have brought someone back to life. 

No. Question Answer

17 What is god’s role as 
saviour?

A- Jesus sacrificed himself to save people from their sins 

18 What is god’s role as 
saviour?

B- As long as people believe in Jesus, they will go to heaven when they 
die 

19 What is god’s role as father? A- God loves and cares for god’s people as a father does

20 What is god’s role as father? B- God advises people and guides them to the right path 

21 What is god the father like? 
(Trinity)

A- Ruler of everything, created the world and everything in it 

22 What is god the father like? 
(Trinity)

B- Judges people and decides who goes to heaven and hell 

23 What is god the father like? 
(Trinity)

C- Cares for all humans like a father 

24 What is god the son like? 
(Trinity)

A- God came to earth as a human, had a virgin birth

25 What is god the son like? 
(Trinity)

B- Performed miracles in the world

26 What is god the son like? 
(Trinity)

C- Died for people to save them from their sins because he loves them 

27 What is god the holy sprit 
like? (Trinity)

A- Part of god that works within the world. 

28 What is god the holy sprit 
like? (Trinity)

B- Helper and guider

29 What is god the holy sprit 
like? (Trinity)

C- Invisible power of God that breathes new life into people

30 What does god being 
transcendent feel/look like?

People cannot communicate with god, can’t see or talk to god, god 
does not do anything in the world 

31 What does god being 
immanent feel/look like?

People can communicate with god, see god, god is active in the world 
e.g. answers prayers

Year 7 – RE – Autumn 1



Timeline

1 1066 14th October, Battle of Hastings

2 1066 25th December William crowned

3 1067 Harrying of the North

4 1086` Domesday Book completed

5 1087 William the Conqueror dies.

Autumn 1; History: Did the Normans bring ‘ a truckload of trouble’ to England after 1066?

Key Words

6 Cathedral A very large church, where a bishop is in charge

7 Bishop A very senior priest

8 Anglo Saxon 

Chronicle

Primary source, written by monks

9 Harrying of the 

North

Harrying is an old English word meaning to harass 

or bully. As punishment for rebellions William laid 

waste to the north of England

10 wasteland When all the crops, buildings, animals and people 

have been destroyed.

11 Domesday Book A list showing who owned every piece of land in 

England and how much the land was worth. 

12 writ A legal order from the monarch

13 Forest Law Created forests, areas of land owned by the King.

14 Poaching The crime of hunting in the King’s forests without 

permission

15 Murdrum Fine If a Norman soldier was found murdered the local 

community had to pay a fine

Key Concepts

2

4

Norman The people from northern France, especially those who invaded England in 

1066 and became its rulers, or to the buildings that were made during their 

rule

2

5

Viking a person belonging to a race of Scandinavian people who travelled by sea and 

attacked parts of northern and southern Europe between the 8th and the 11th 

centuries, often staying to live in places they travelled to

2

6

Feudal system The way society was organised in Europe in the Middle Ages. It was a hierarchy 

(order) according based on land ownership. 

2

7

Monarchy When a country is ruled by a king or  queen

2

8

Invasion/Conquest When an army enters a country by force in order to take control of it. 

2

9

Papacy The position or authority of the Pope (= leader of the Roman Catholic Church)

3

0

A church A building where Christians go to worship God

3

1

the church The organisation of religion in a country

3

2

Earls A man of high social rank in the Anglo Saxon England, just below the monarch

3

3

Noble A man of high social rank in Norman England, just below the monarch

3

4

Anglo Saxon People who lived in England from about AD 600 and their language and 

customs. Angles from Denmark. Saxons from Germany

Key Questions
35 Why did William the 

battle of Hastings?

1. Harold’s men were tired from marching and the Battle of Fulford

2. Luckily the wind changed direction and William invaded while Harold was in in the north

3. William ordered his men to stage fake retreats which weakened the shield wall

4. William ordered his  archers to aim higher. This killed many Saxons, weakened the shield 

wall and led  to Harold’s death

36 What caused 

rebellions in 1067?

1. Saxon Earls were angry that they had lost land

2. English were angry that William had raised taxes

3. The Normans forced the Saxons to build many castles which destroyed Saxon homes

4. William left Odo and Fitzosbern in charge in 1067 and they government harshly

37 What were the 

consequences of the 

Harrying of the North?

1. William’s armies destroyed crops and buildings. They killed animals.

2. 80% of all land recorded as ‘waste’ in the Domesday book was in Yorkshire

3. 150,000 people died as a result

38 What changes were 

caused by building 

castles?

1. Saxons were forced to build castles by the Normans

2. Many homes were destroyed to make room. In Lincoln 1666 were destroyed.

3. Castles were bases from which Norman soldiers could oppress Saxons

39 What changes were 

caused by building 

cathedrals?

1. All Saxon Cathedrals were demolished and replaced with Norman ones

2. The style of Norman cathedrals was called Romanesque

3. The relics of Saxon saints were destroyed

4. All Saxon bishops were replaced apart from Wulfstan

40 What changes 1. Writs were in Latin instead of English

Key People

16 William the 

Conqueror

Duke of Normandy, successfully invaded England in 

1066, defeating Harold Godwinson at Hastings

17 Harold 

Godwineson

Chosen by the witan to be King after Edward The 

Confessor died

18 Harald 

Hardraada

King of Norway. Attempted to conquer England in 

September 1066. Defeated by Harold Godwinson

19 Bishop Odo of 

Bayeux

William’s half brother 

20 William 

Fitzosbern

William’s best friend

21 William of 

Poitiers

William’s personal priest.

22 Edwin and 

Morcar

Saxon earls of Mercia and Northumberland. 

Rebelled in 1067

23 Wulfstan The only Saxon bishop kept by William



The Musical Elements 

Melody The main tune in a piece of music. Usually 
the part that the vocalist sings 

Rhythm
The pattern of beats in a piece of music. 
Usually played by a percussion instrument 
e.g. drum kit, djembe or by beatboxing or 
body percussion 

Harmony 
The chords, or accompaniment, in a piece 
of music. Could be played by piano or 
guitar or by backing singers

Tempo
How fast or slow a piece of music is e.g. 
slow tempo / fast tempo. 

Dynamics 
How loud of soft a piece of music is. The 
dynamics get louder as more 
instruments/singers join in. 

Texture The layers of sound in a piece of music. 
E.g. thick texture when many people are 
playing/singing and thin texture if it is a 
solo 

Instrumentation Which instrument you can hear  in a piece 
of music (e.g. piano, flute, strings). A 
Cappella music has no instrumentation 
other than vocals

Structure The overall layout of a piece of music. 
Usually begins with an intro before 
verse/chorus and ends with an outro. 

Pitch

Whether a note, or sound, is high or low 
e.g. high pitch / low pitch 

Year 7 – Music – Autumn 1 The Elements of Music 

A Cappella Techniques

Beatboxing High Pitch: Violin, Viola
Low Pitch: Cello, Double Bass 

Body Percussion High Pitch: Trumpet, Cornet, French Horn
Low Pitch: Trombone, Tuba 

Vocals Instruments that you hit or shake! 
Timpani, triangle, snare drum, cymbals, 
triangle 

A Cappella Singing without any instruments
accompanying 

Accompaniment The ‘backing’ parts of a song that are not 
the main melody

Graphic Score Techniques

Horror/Shock:
• Create a ‘cluster chord’ – hit hand on keyboard
• Suddenly loud or quiet 
• Repeated short notes 

Building suspense:
• Slow chromatic scale getting higher in pitch
• Gradually get louder or softer 
• ‘knock’ on the door 
• Long notes held on the keyboard 

Rainfall: repeating scales getting lower in 
pitch 
Thunder: Loud ‘crash’ – hit hand on keyboard
Footsteps: slow scale on keyboard getting 
higher in pitch 
Wind: fast scales going up and down to create 
‘swirling’ effect 

Count 1 2 3 4

Clap X + X X

Stamp X X X

Rhythm Grids 

Creating a Graphic Score 

5 claps in a row 

A loud ‘crash’  3 scales getting higher 

Voice alternating high
and low 

Keywords

Scale Notes next to each other going high or 
lower 

Mashup Blending lots of songs together to create a 
performance 



Year 7 – Art – Autumn 1

1 Different qualities of darkness and light.

Tone

13 Georgia O’Keefe 1887 – 1986
An American painter. Many of her paintings 

are of natural forms.

2 The feel of a surface e.g. rough/ smooth. Texture 14 Natural Form Any natural (non moving) object e.g. a flower, 
leaf shell etc.

3 A mark made by a point moving on a 

surface.

Line 15 Perspective a way of drawing things so that they appear to 
be a realistic size and in a realistic position

4 The three dimensional quality of an object. Form 16 Close Up Showing something very closely (so that it fills 
the whole space)

5 The outline of an object. Shape 17 Extreme Close up Showing something extremely closely (so that 
only part of it is shown).

6 Different hues caused by light refracting on 

a surface.

Colour 18 Drawing XIII Charcoal on Paper, 1919 A Georgia O’Keefe drawing of a plant that uses 
an extreme close up perspective.

7 Red, Blue and Yellow. Colours that can be mixed 
to make all of the other colours. They cannot be 
made by mixing other colours

Primary Colours 19 Pineapple Bud 1936 A Georgia O’Keefe painting of a pineapple plant 
that uses a close up perspective and warm 
colours.

8 Orange, Green, Purple. Colours that can be 
made by mixing two primary colours

Secondary Colours 20 Watercolor Paint a type of paint that is mixed with water.

9 Different types of brown: Colours that can be 
made by mixing all three primary colours, a 
primary and a secondary colour or two 
secondary colours.

Tertiary Colours 21

Palette

A thin board used by artists to mix their paints
on while they are painting.

10 The arrangement of images/ objects within an 
artwork.

Composition 22 Oil Pastel A coloured stick made of oil mixed with 

coloured powder. It has a strong colour and 

can be smudged and blended.

11 Reds, Oranges and Yellows. Associated with 
heat and strong emotions such as anger and 
love.

Warm Colours 23 Collage A way of making artwork by cutting and 

sticking different pieces of paper to create 

an image.

12 Blues, Purples and Greens. Associated with the
cold and calm/ sad emotions.

Cool Colours 24 Henri Matisse A French artist who created many artworks 

called ‘Paper Cut Outs’ using collage.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/drawing
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/appear
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/realistic
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/size
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